
right-angle
HDMI adapter

Insert HDMI connector
and tighten silver thumb 
screw to secure.
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Align HDMI clamp over 
camera’s HDMI port.
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FOR S5 II HDMI

Tighten bottom 1/4”-20.

Step 4

Secure left side lock by
applying downward pressure as 
screw is tightened. 

Step 3

Install bracket on right 
of cage as shown and 
tighten 2 screws.

Step 2

Open HDMI door flap and
insert camera into cage
left side first. Thread in
1/4”-20 screw, but do
not tighten.

Step 1

Assembling Lumix S5 II & S5 IIX Cage

Tactical Handle

ACT
Mounting Plate

Side Grip

VCT Pro Jr.

Z-Rail
Ball Mount

Optional Accessories
Cold Shoe (x3)

ARRI Anti-Twist
3/8”-16 mounting

1/4”-20 
Captive Screw

Hand
Strap

Cold Shoe

Cold Shoe

HDMI Right
Angle Clamp

HDMI Right
Angle Adapter

M6 ARRI
RosetteBi-Directional

Z-Rail (x4)
1/4”-20

Z-Rail

Parts & Features
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The top of the cage includes 
¼-20 and      -16 holes for 
accessories. Each mounting hole 
sits in a bi-directional Z-rail (NATO), 
which creates negative space in 
between for mounting coldshoe 
accessories. An Arri compatible M6 accessories. An Arri compatible M6 
rosette, additional Z-rail for 
mounting a handgrip, and a stress 
relief clamp for the HDMI cable are 
featured on the left side. The 
bottom of the cage has a ¼-20 
thread and      -16 thread for a tripod 
plate and a built-in Arca Swiss plate and a built-in Arca Swiss 
compatible plate to mount to any 
Arca Swiss compatible quick 
release mounting base or Zacuto's 
own ACT Mounting Plate. This 
allows you to move quickly from 
handheld, to shoulder mount, to 
tripod shooting.tripod shooting.

The cage screws into the bottom 
of the camera with a provided 
¼-20 screw. It also attaches to the 
sides of the camera, securing to 
the neck strap loops. It connects to 
the camera with 3 connection 
points, making it super secure and points, making it super secure and 
rock solid.  It also includes a Zacuto 
camera hand strap for a secure 
and comfortable grip on the 
camera. The cage does not cover 
the camera's built in handgrip, 
keeping the cage small, light, and 
allowing easy access to all allowing easy access to all 
camera controls.

The Panasonic S5II and S5IIX Cage
is super lightweight, compact, and 
compatible with Arca Swiss. It 
packs in a ton of new and 
innovative features! 


